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ABSTRACT

The imperative need to scale computation across numerous
nodes highlights the significance of efficient parallel comput-
ing, particularly in the realm of Message Passing Interface
(MPI) integration. While MPI serves as a cornerstone for large-
scale parallelism, its seamless integration into codebases, espe-
cially concerning domain decomposition, has proven challeng-
ing. Static tools aimed at addressing this challenge have exhib-
ited limited effectiveness and scalability. On the other hand,
contemporary language models designed for programming
problems have demonstrated utility in parallel programming
tasks such as OpenMP pragma generation. However, the chal-
lenging parallel programming task of generating MPI-based
parallel programs has remained unexplored.

This study first investigates the performance of state-of-
the-art language models in generating MPI-based parallel pro-
grams. Findings reveal that widely usedmodels such as GPT-3.5
and PolyCoder (specialized multi-lingual code models) exhibit
notable performance degradation when generating MPI-based
programs compared to general-purpose programs. In contrast,
domain-specific models such asMonoCoder, which are pre-
trained on MPI-related programming languages of C and C++,
outperform larger models. Subsequently, we introduce a dedi-
cated downstream task of MPI-based program generation by
fine-tuning MonoCoder on HPCorpusMPI. We call the re-
sulting model as MPIrigen. We propose an innovative pre-
processing for completion only after observing the whole code,
thus enabling better completion with a wider context. Compar-
ative analysis against GPT-3.5 zero-shot performance, using
a novel HPC-oriented evaluation method, demonstrates that
MPIrigen excels in generating accurate MPI functions calls.

The success of this tailored solution underscores the impor-
tance of domain-specific fine-tuning in optimizing language
models for parallel computing code generation, paving the
way for a new generation of automatic parallelization tools.

The sources of this work are available at our GitHubMPIri-
gen repository.
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1 MPI: SOURCE-TO-SOURCE

PARALLELIZATIONWITH COMPILERS

Efforts in the domain of source-to-source automatic paralleliza-
tion have primarily focused on transitioning from serial code
to shared-memory parallelization, especially with OpenMP.
Such approaches have relied on heuristics and rule-based meth-
ods (e.g., ComPar [23], Par4all [2, 3], and Cetus [4]) employing
AST generation and data dependence algorithms. However,
these methods often face challenges in handling diverse syntax
and may yield sub-optimal results, as noted in several stud-
ies [13, 22, 26, 27].

Other marginal efforts have been made to transform shared
memory to distributed memory parallelization, yet not directly
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from serial to distributedmemory parallelization. OMP2MPI [28]
is a source-to-source compiler based on the BSCs Mercurium
[5] framework that automatically generates MPI source code
from shared-memory parallel OpenMP code. OMP2MPI gets
parallel OpenMP code, and its AST as input, detects and trans-
forms pragma omp parallel for blocks, and then divides
the task into MPI manager and worker processes. CATO [30]
is another static compiler that uses LLVM and Clang to trans-
form OpenMP code to MPI. Its main component is an LLVM
transform pass, which transforms the original OpenMP kernel
using an intermediate representation (IR), an assembly-like
representation of code.

These tools have many limitations. First, given the final pur-
pose is to automatically convert serial code to a distributed one,
converting serial code to a shared memory through the process
leads to performance degradation due to imperfections in these
compilers, including ones that originally related to the serial to
shared memory automatic parallelization. Imperfections like
increasing run time, using two-sided communication only, and
even the necessity of external information [12] damage the
utility of this as a practical tool. Second, most of the static tools
are source-to-source compilers, which obligate their use on
compiled codes only.

2 MPI PARALLELIZATIONWITH LLMS

Recently, there has been a shift towards data-driven methods,
especially large languagemodels (LLMs). The basic approach to
use LLMs for parallelization tasks is by utilizing those as-is in
a zeroshot performance fashion [6, 11, 21, 24, 25, 31], while the
more advanced approach is built upon fine-tuning said models
for the parallelization specific task [8, 9, 9, 10, 14, 17, 19, 20, 25].
In both of those cases, there has been success in utilizing trans-
formers to classify the need for OpenMP pragmas and MPI
functions [29] and even to generate single-lined OpenMP prag-
mas [18], introducing a novel approach for automatic paral-
lelization. However, the nuanced task of generating intricate,
multi-functional MPI codes across diverse locations in a dedi-
cated fine-tuned model has remained unexplored [7]. Never-
theless, recently,MonoCoder [18] has been introduced as a
novel approach aimed at enhancing LMs tailored for HPC tasks.
The hypothesis posits that HPC-specific LMs, such as those
designed and trained specifically on HPC datasets, would out-
perform existing LMs in HPC contexts. Two experiments are
conducted to validate this hypothesis. Initially,MonoCoder
is constructed by reducing the number of layers of PolyCoder
code LM by a factor of 4 and pretraining it solely on C and
C++ codes. Despite its smaller size, MonoCoder achieves
comparable perplexity scores to PolyCoder on the HPCorpus
dataset, indicating its efficacy in understanding HPC-specific
code structures. Subsequently, MonoCoder’s performance on
HPC tasks is evaluated, focusing on CodeBLEU competence
for high-performance and parallel code generations, particu-
larly in OpenMP parallelization tasks. Existing LMs struggle
with capturing local semantics, affecting their performance in
predicting OpenMP clauses accurately. To address this limita-
tion, TokomPiler, a novel code pre-processing scheme that

eliminates local semantics, is introduced. MonoCoder con-
sistently outperforms existing LMs across various tests and
tasks, demonstrating its robustness and adaptability in HPC
contexts, even under semantic-less settings. Yet, no benchmark
or adaptation of MonoCoderwas performed for the MPI code
generation problem.

3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND

CONTRIBUTIONS

The gap in the existing methods for MPI source-to-source code
parallelization – either by compilers or LMs – has prompted
our proposal for a data-driven generative language model us-
ing a sequence-to-sequence transformer-based approach. Such
model’s aim is to automatically suggest MPI functions for MPI
codes with MPI functions excluded (semi-serial codes). This is
by using a designated database of semi-serial codes and fully
MPI parallelized code pairs, providing a new perspective on
addressing the complexities of distributed-memory paralleliza-
tion. Thus, this study presentsMPIrigen, a tool developed to
assist MPI programmers in automatically generating correct
MPI functions in an MPI-based domain decomposition parallel
code. MonoCoder is the base model, hence, to check its suit-
ability and MPIrigen performance we would like to answer
the following research questions:

• RQ1: IsMonoCoder capable of generating proper MPI code
without fine-tuning, and in the absence of local semantics?

• RQ2: IsMPIrigen capable of inserting the calls to MPI func-
tions in the right locations?

• RQ3: IsMPIrigen capable of generating calls to correct MPI
functions?

• RQ4: Is MPIrigen capable of generating correct arguments
to the MPI functions?

Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:

• We create the first MPI codes only dataset — HPCorpusMPI
which is based onMPICodeCorpus and HPCorpus.

• We have demonstratedMonoCoder understands MPI codes
better than PolyCoder and GPT3.5 by using a code comple-
tion task on HPCorpusMPI with TokomPiler source code
version, a code with AST information embedded while se-
mantic information is neglected.

• We propose an innovative pre-process for completion tasks
merely after observing the whole code, thus enabling better
completion with a wider context.

• We train and evaluate our approach, named MPIrigen by
fine-tuning a domain-specific model — MonoCoder, and
find that our model performs well in suggesting MPI func-
tions for domain decomposition into an MPI-based parallel
code and is better than GPT3.5 zero-shot.

4 HPCORPUSMPI

While MPI programs have been already scraped from GitHub
and gathered in corpora such asMPICodeCorpus [29] or even
HPCorpus [16], no corpus contains merely MPI domain de-
composition codes. HPCorpusMPI is a corpus consisting of



1 int main(argc,argv)

2 {

3 int done = 0, n = 10000, rank,

numprocs, i;

4 double pi_total, pi, h, sum, x;

5

6 MPI_Init(&argc,&argv);

7 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD,

&numprocs);

8 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,

&rank);

9

10 while (!done)

11 {

12 MPI_Bcast(&n, 1, MPI_INT, 0,

MPI_COMM_WORLD);

13 if (n == 0)

14 break;

15 h = 1.0 / (double) n;...

(a) MPI Source code

1 int func_270(type_255,type_762)

2 {

3 int var_289 = num_463, var_649 =

num_199, var_635, var_257, var_165;

4 double var_663, var_792, var_305,

var_610, var_55;

5

6 MPI_Init(&type_255,&type_762);

7 MPI_Comm_size(var_674,&var_257);

8 MPI_Comm_rank(var_674,&var_635);

9

10 while (!var_289)

11 {

12 MPI_Bcast(&var_649, num_700,

var_167, num_463, var_674);

13 if (var_649 == num_463)

14 break;

15 var_305 = num_302 / (double)

var_649;...

(b) TokomPilerMPI source code

1 int main(argc,argv)

2 {

3 int done = 0, n = 10000, rank,

numprocs, i;

4 double pi_total, pi, h, sum, x;

5

6 while (!done)

7 {

8 if (n == 0)

9 break;

10 h = 1.0 / (double) n;...

11

12 (6, MPI_Init(&argc,&argv);)

(7,

MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&numprocs);)

(8,

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&rank);)

(12, MPI_Bcast(&n, 1, MPI_INT, 0,

MPI_COMM_WORLD);)...

(c) MPI Pre-processed source code

Figure 1: The MPI functions in the source code (a) are removed and concatenated with their corresponding line number

to the last line (3). This way, MPIrigen learns in a left-to-right fashion the relation between code and its appropriate

MPI functions. The TokomPiler version in (2), embeds AST information while neglecting any semantic information.

TokomPiler version is used to demonstrateMonoCoder’s semantic information independence during generation

compared to other models.
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Figure 2: Performance of various models on Code Com-

pletion task over theHPCorpusMPI. Models predict code

continuation starting from token 100, 300, and 600.

both of the corpora above but under the filter of MPI domain
decomposition codes only and with duplication removal re-
sulting in a total of 16,384 programs.

Function Amount Function Amount

MPI_Finalize 19,183 MPI_Comm_size 14,387
MPI_Init 16,135 MPI_Recv 13,783

MPI_Comm_rank 16,096 MPI_Bcast 6,995
MPI_Send 14,534 MPI_Reduce 3,600

Table 1: MPI Common Core functions distribution for

HPCorpusMPI dataset.

To create the dataset for trainingMPIrigen out of the cor-
pus, several pre-process stages have been done (Figure 1):

(1) Codes with both MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize and under
the limit of 2048 tokens (with BPE tokenizer) have been
added.

(2) Every line of each code snippet has been numbered.
(3) MPI functions through the code have been removed.
(4) Locations of the removed MPI functions and the functions

themselves have been written to the last line of the codes.

For convenience, the final dataset (with 13,322 programs) con-
tains three fields – “Program”, “Code”, “MPI label” – and cor-
responds to the program’s GitHub username, the code with
removed MPI functions, and the label of the locations and their
MPI functions.

“MPI Common Core” functions, as defined in [29], are the
most prevalent MPI functions in domain decomposition. There-
fore, it is essential to validate that the distribution in the dataset
is reasonable both for model training and evaluation purposes.
Towards that end, we analyzed HPCorpusMPI for MPI Com-
mon Core functions. The distribution of these functions is
presented in Table 1.

5 MPIRIGEN – EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This study presents MPIrigen, a tool developed to assist MPI
programmers in automatically generating correct MPI func-
tions in an MPI-based domain decomposition parallel code. We
introduce a dedicated downstream task: fine-tuningMonoCoder,
which is a PolyCoder model pre-trained for the C and C++ lan-
guages associated with MPI, on HPCorpusMPI, resulting in
the creation of MPIrigen.

Furthermore, we propose an innovative pre-process for the
given completion task and completion tasks in general. A num-
ber specifying its line number is added for each line in the code.
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programs containing n or less of MPI function calls. Y axis is accuracy obtained for such programs. Note shifted scales

in sub-figure b and c.

Then, all the MPI functions with their locations are removed
and concatenated to the last line (Figure 1). Training input will
be the resulting code and the test will be to predict the last
line. This enables training a language model in a left-to-right
fashion, outputting the MPI functions merely after observ-
ing the whole code, thus enabling better completion with a
wider context.MonoCoder is fine-tuned this way resulting in
MPIrigen.

we ran two experiments: the first experiments evaluates
ability of base models to generate MPI functions and answers
RQ1, while the second experiment is designed to answer RQ2,
RQ3, RQ4 and it is the novel approach we are introducing.

RQ1: MPI code generation. To developMPIrigen and an-
swer the first RQ, we first investigated the performance of
state-of-the-art pre-trained code language models (PolyCoder

and GPT3.5) in generating MPI codes using varied context
sizes for next-token predictions compared to MonoCoder.
This code completion task has been done over a thousand ex-
amples with up to 2048 tokens in HPCorpusMPI and under
an initial context of 100, 300, and 600 tokens (Figure 2). In
addition, to check the resilience of these pre-trained models
to semantic information, the same test has been conducted
through codes’ TokomPiler [18] version. Any semantic in-
formation has been replaced using TokomPiler (Figure 1b)
and thus, a measure of reliance of these pre-trained models
on semantic information has been tested. Results show that
as context grows, MonoCoder is significantly outperforming
PolyCoder and GPT-3.5 results, while also proving to not fix
on local semantics for those results, suggesting high generality
capabilities.
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Figure 5: Stacked bar chart of the ground truth and MPIrigen prediction distribution of selected MPI functions under

variance 2 (correct location and function predictions are presented). X axis represents programs containing n or less of

MPI function calls.

Evaluation metric for RQ2, RQ3, RQ4. Since we evaluate
MPI function generation, prevalent generation metrics such as
BLUE, Meteor, and Rouge-l are not relevant. Thus, we propose
an HPC-oriented evaluation method. First, functions matching
locations are to be found. Matching toleration is determined
by a variance. The variance is a flexibility measure for accu-
racy, as many times, the right functions appear in one or two
lines from the original locations, usually without interfering
with the original code structure (variance zero refers to exact
location predictions). MPI functions with correct locations will
be forwarded to calling evaluation, checking whether the right
MPI function has been called. Afterward, arguments will be
checked out of the correct MPI functions. Scoring is made by
calculating the correct to total arguments ratio. This evaluation
was conducted with a variance of 0-2 and as a number of MPI
functions which reveals the accuracy distribution through sim-
ple MPI codes to more complicated ones. Functions accuracy is
measured for matched locations only and arguments accuracy
for matched functions only. The results are given as a function
of the number of original MPI calls (1-20), showcasing that ac-
curacy drops as complexity grows (besides the ultra simplicity
of one or two MPI function calls).

Results for RQ2, RQ3, RQ4.We developed the model using
the Huggingface framework and trained it on two NVidia
Tesla-V100 GPUs, each having 32GB memory. The training
was carried out with a batch size of 2, 2048 tokens and 3 epochs.
As shown in Figure 3, for MPIrigen, the location as well as
functions accuracy under variance of 2 reach 80% and converge
to 70%, while for arguments it reaches 95% and converge to
94%. For GPT3.5 on the contrary, the accuracy converged to
50% for locations and approximately 55% and 80% for functions
and arguments resp (Figure 4).

Result analysis and future work.We analyzed the perfor-
mance of MPIrigen in details by breaking down the location
and function accuracy over commonly-used MPI functions.
This analysis is presented in Figure 5, with Figure 5a showing
the number of calls of different MPI functions in the ground
truth and Figure 5b showing the accuracy of predicting those
calls with a variance of two. As the figure shows the accu-
racy of predicting the correct location varies for different MPI
functions, and we believe it correlates with the proportion
of different MPI calls in the training dataset and possibly in
open-source repositories on GitHub. It would be thus an in-
teresting study to develop a balanced MPI dataset and train
MPIrigen on it. Currently, we do not evaluate the correctness
of generated MPI codes, nonetheless we are envisioning an
approach based on compilation and output verification as a
part of immediate future work.

6 CONCLUSION

Our findings reveal that widely used models like GPT-3.5
and specialized multi-lingual code models like PolyCoder ex-
hibit notable performance degradation when generating MPI
codes compared to their outcomes for general-purpose codes,
as shown in [18]. In contrast, domain-specific models like
MonoCoder, pre-trained for the C and C++ languages associ-
atedwithMPI, outperform largermodels, showcasing high gen-
erality capabilities, especially when local misleading semantics
are mitigated. Comparative analysis of MPIrigen against GPT
zero-shot performance, using the above evaluation method for
MPI functions generation, demonstrates that MPIrigen excels
in generating accurate MPI codes. The success of this tailored
solution underscores the importance of domain-specific fine-
tuning in optimizing language models for parallel computing
code generation.
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